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Abstract In this paper, we investigate the control of a very flexible parallel robot
with high accuracy. This robot has two very flexible long links and can be modeled
as an underactuated multibody system since it has fewer control inputs than degrees
of freedom for rigid body motion and deformation. Therefore, these flexibilities are
taken into account in the control design. In order to obtain high performance in the
end-effector trajectory tracking, an accurate and efficient nonlinear controller is de-
signed. This nonlinear feedback controller is based on the Lyapunov approach using
the measurable states of the system. Then, it is carefully tested on the flexible paral-
lel robot. The simulation and experimental results show that the end-effector tracks
desired trajectories with high accuracy. Also, the designed controller is compared to
previous works and the results show that the controller can achieve higher tracking
performance.

1 Introduction

Light-weight manipulators attract a lot of research interest because of their com-
plementing advantages. The advantages of light-weight robots include low energy
usage, less mass, and often high working speeds. However, due to the light-weight
design, the bodies have a significant flexibility which yields undesired deformations
and vibrations. Therefore, this manipulator is modeled as a flexible multibody sys-
tem and the flexibilities must be taken into account in the control design. The flexible
system with significant deformations complicates the control design because there
are more generalized coordinates than control inputs. In order to obtain high perfor-
mance in the end-effector trajectory tracking of a flexible manipulator, an accurate
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and efficient nonlinear feedforward and feedback controller are advantageous. The
difficulty of designing a nonlinear feedback controller with high performance for
a highly flexible system is increased, when the controller does not have access to
direct measurement of the end-effector and all the system states. To overcome this
problem, the system model can be reduced based on the system constraints. Finally,
based on the reduced model of the system, a nonlinear feedback controller can be
designed.

To investigate a flexible manipulator here, a lambda shape robot is used. In pre-
vious works on the lambda robot, some linear controllers and a nonlinear feedback
controller were designed based on the system model. The linear controllers were
designed using the measurable system states [6,9]. Also, a nonlinear controller was
designed based on the feedback linearization approach and all the estimated states
were obtained by a nonlinear observer [2].

The novelty of this work is, that a nonlinear feedback controller for high-speed
trajectory tracking of a very flexible parallel lambda robot is designed. This con-
troller is based on the reduced model of the system and the direct method of Lya-
punov [8] using the measurable system states. Using the reduced model of the sys-
tem and only measurable states, there is no need to observe and estimate all the
system states. Therefore, in this method, the corresponding estimation error is re-
moved.

In this paper, the nonlinear feedback controller is implemented on the simulated
model of a very flexible parallel robot and tested on the real system. The results show
that the end-effector tracks a trajectory with high performance and higher accuracy
compared to the previous works.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the robot and Section 3
includes the modeling of the flexible parallel lambda robot. Section 4 explains the
architecture of the nonlinear controller. In Section 5, the proposed nonlinear con-
troller is simulated and tested on the robot and the results are discussed.

2 Flexible Lambda Robot

The used lambda robot is a simple parallel robot manipulator. This robot has highly
flexible links. The end of the short link is connected in the middle of the long link
using rigid bodies. This connection creates a closed loop kinematics constraint that
causes the parallel configuration of the robot. This robot has two prismatic actuators
connecting the links to the ground. The links are connected using passive revolute
joints to the linear actuators. Another revolute joint is used to connect the short
link and the middle of the long link. An additional rigid body is attached to the
free end of the long link as an end-effector. The drive positions and velocities are
measured with two optical encoders. Three full Wheatstone bridge strain gauge sets
are attached on the long flexible link to measure its deformation. The lambda robot
configuration is shown in Figure 1 has been built in hardware, see [6] at the Institute
of Engineering and Computational Mechanics of the University of Stuttgart.
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The electrical part of the hardware includes some power supplies for motors,
strain gauge’s amplifiers, digital/analog input-outputs boards, one Speedgoat tar-
get, a host computer, etc. For controlling the robot, the online control is done with
a Speedgoat performance real-time target machine running a Mathworks xPCtarget
kernel, which is called Simulink Real-Time since Matlab R2014a. Also, to observe
the controller progress a graphical user interface is available for the input, output,
safety logic of the lambda robot and the communication.

3 Modeling of the Flexible Lambda Robot

The modeling process of the flexible manipulator with λ configuration can be sepa-
rated into three major steps. First, the flexible components of the system are modeled
with the linear finite element method in the commercial finite element code ANSYS.
Next, in order to control the λ robot, the degrees of freedom of the flexible bodies
shall be decreased. Therefore, model order reduction is utilized. Then, all the rigid
and flexible parts are modeled as a multibody system with a kinematic loop. The
equation of motion with a kinematic loop constraint of the flexible parallel manipu-
lator using the generalized coordinates qqq ∈ RRR5 is

MMM(qqq)q̈qq+ kkk(qqq, q̇qq) = ggg(qqq, q̇qq)+BBB(qqq)uuu+CCCT(qqq)λλλ ,,, (1a)
ccc(qqq) = 000 . (1b)

The symmetric, positive definite mass matrix MMM ∈ RRR5×5 depends on the joint
angles and the elastic coordinates. The vector kkk ∈ RRR5 contains the generalized cen-
trifugal, Coriolis and Euler forces, and ggg ∈ RRR5 includes the vector of applied forces
and inner forces due to the body elasticity. The input matrix BBB ∈ RRR5×2 maps the
input vector uuu ∈ RRR2 to the system. The constraint equations are defined by ccc ∈ RRR2.
The Jacobian matrix of the constraint CCC = ∂ (ccc(qqq))/∂qqq ∈ RRR2×5 maps the reaction
force λλλ ∈ RRR2 due to the kinematic loop. The flexible lambda robot in hardware and
its mechanical model are shown in Figure 1 left, see also [1, 3, 6].
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Fig. 1 Lambda robot, mechanical setup of the robot and simulation model of flexible parallel robot.
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While the system has a kinematics loop as a constraint, the system coordinates
derivative q̈qq can be divided to dependent q̈qqd and independent q̈qqi coordinates and the
system constraints can be written as

c̈cc =CCCq̈qq+ ccc′′ =CCCiq̈qqi +CCCdq̈qqd + ccc′′, (2)

where CCCd and CCCi are dependent and independent parts of the Jacobian matrix of
the constraint and ccc′′ presents local accelerations due to the constraints. Based on
Equation (2), the system coordinates can be formulated by

q̈qq =

[
q̈qqi
q̈qqd

]
=

[
III3×3

−CCC−1
d CCCi

]
q̈qqi +

[
0003×3

−CCC−1
d ccc′′

]
= JJJcq̈qqi +bbb′′. (3)

Finally, by left-side multiplication with the transposed of the Jacobian matrix JJJc
and replacing q̈qq by Equation (3), the equation of motion (1a) can be determined,
see [4, 5], by

M̄MMq̈qqi =−k̄kk+ ḡgg+ B̄BBuuu = f̄ff + B̄BBuuu. (4)

The new dynamics formulation of the lambda robot, Equation (4), based on the
independent states of the system is named the reduced model.

4 Control of the Flexible Lambda Robot

The lambda robot control is separated into feedforward and feedback control parts.
The designed nonlinear controller structure is shown in Figure 2.

Fig. 2 Nonlinear feedback
controller structure.

lambda
robotcontroller

feedback
controller

feedforward
qqqid

q̇qqid

qqqi q̇qqi

uuu

In the feedforward control part, the offline part, the desired trajectories of the
system states (qqqid, q̇qqid) are calculated using a two-point boundary value problem
based on the desired end-effector trajectory. The two-point boundary value problem
is used while the flexible multibody system is a non-minimum phase system with
internal dynamics [5]. The feedback control part computes the lambda robot input
(uuu) using the reduced nonlinear dynamics of the robot in Equation (4), the measured
states (qqqi, q̇qqi), and the desired states based on the direct method of Lyapunov [8] in
real-time. This controller is named reduced nonlinear feedback controller.

To design a nonlinear feedback controller for the system in Equation (4), the
control law is obtained for the lambda robot as

uuu = B̄BB−1
(− f̄ff + M̄MM(KKKPeee+KKKDėee)), (5)
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where qqqid is the desired value for qqqi, consequently q̇qqid is the desired value for q̇qqi and
the error and the dynamics of error are calculated by eee = qqqi−qqqid and ėee = q̇qqi− q̇qqid.
The desired values depend on the desired trajectory of the end-effector and can be
computed via the feedforward part and qqqid and q̇qqid can be set. The matrices KKKP and
KKKD correspond to the weighting of feedback errors and can be designed via the
LQR method or tuned by hand. Also, they should satisfy the stability conditions for
nonautonomous systems as a uniform stability, based on the Lyapunov theorem. The
inverse of the input matrix B̄BB is not so straightforward to calculate, since it is not of
full row rank. Therefore, the existing left-inverse is used as a pseudo-inverse to yield
B̄BBB̄BB−1

= III. The vector uuu presents the control input of the robot manipulator and that
is the output of the designed position controller based on the Lyapunov method.

5 Simulation and Experimental Results

The controller is tested in real-time on the machine with 250 µs sampling time.
Therefore, the camera with image processing is not applicable for online tracking
the end-effector position and it can be used only for offline validation. To validate
the designed nonlinear feedback controller, the end-effector tracks a trajectory and
a camera records the movie during the trajectory tracking. Then, the recorded movie
is used for offline validation.

To track the end-effector position and transfer the recorded movie from pixel to
meter, two light points are attached to the end-effector with specified distance. Fig-
ure 3 shows these light points on the end-effector and the offline image processing
results of the light points that are recorded by the camera during tracking a line
trajectory. Also, the position of the camera is fixed and the camera view for each
point of the trajectories are different. Hence, camera calibration is required. For this
goal, a checkerboard is used for the calibration in [7]. The camera parameters are
used to correct an image for lens distortion. Then, the corrected images are used for
tracking the two light points on the end-effector.

Fig. 3 End-effector and the light points (left), offline image processing result for the recorded
movie of the end-effector position (right).

The CPU time to calculate the system input based on the system dynamics model,
the measurements, and desired signals is less than 100 µs. That means that the total
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CPU time for the running controller loop and getting the measurements is less than
sampling time. Thus, the controller fits for the real-time test.

In order to investigate the controller performance, the robot based on the de-
signed nonlinear controller tracks two different trajectories with different velocities
as test scenarios. Also, the tracking performance of the robot’s end-effector is com-
pared with the previous work. Hence, the presented nonlinear feedback controller in
Equation (5) (named the reduced nonlinear controller) and the feedback controller
in [2] (named the nonlinear controller) are implemented on the lambda robot in sim-
ulation and tested on the real system. Also, the end-effector trajectory tracking error
and the strain of the long flexible link are chosen as comparison benchmarks.

The first scenario is a line tracking task. The goal of this scenario is to validate
the tracking performance in high-speed motion and investigate the end-point error.
To this end, the robot end-effector shall track a line with length 0.283 m and with a
maximum velocity of 1.2374 m/s. The end-effector based on the controllers tracks a
line with the start point xs = [−0.6,−0.5]Tm and the end point xe = [−0.8,−0.3]Tm.
The movie in this scenario is recorded with approximately 300 frame per second.
The simulation and experiment results are shown in Figure 4.
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Fig. 4 Comparing root-mean-square (erms) and maximum(em) error during tracking the line tra-
jectory as well as the strain gauge results of the long link and the maximum oscillation amplitude
(aosci) at the end-point of the trajectory using two controllers, i.e., the nonlinear controller (nlc) and
the reduced nonlinear controller (r-nlc) in experimental test (-ex) on the robot and in simulation
(-sim).

For the second scenario, the end-effector shall track an eight shape trajectory.
The goal is to validate the tracking performance of the proposed controller in a
long more complicated nonlinear trajectory and the trajectory corners. Therefore,
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the robot end-effector shall track this trajectory with a length of 0.943 m and with a
maximum velocity of 1.03 m/s. In this task, the end-effector tracks the eight shape
trajectory that is described with its center/start/end point xc = [−0.7,−0.3]Tm. The
position of the eight shape points are defined with [asin(2φ),−asin(φ)]T where
a = 0.1 m and the angle φ = [π,3π]. For this scenario, the movie is recorded with
approximately 150 frame per second since the recorded area is bigger than the first
scenario. The simulation and experiment results are shown in Figure 5.
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Fig. 5 Comparing the results of two controllers for tracking the eight shape trajectory.

The simulation results on the lambda robot model and the experimental test on
the real system show that the presented controller in this paper is able to track a
trajectory with high accuracy and high performance. Also, in comparison with the
previous work, the tracking performance of the controller in simulation and the ex-
perimental test is improved. The presented reduced nonlinear controller reduces the
root-mean-square (erms) and the maximum (em) trajectory tracking error at the min-
imum 21% and 11%, respectively. Also, at the end point, the oscillation amplitude
(aosci) is decreased at the minimum 17% in simulation and experimental tests that
are shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Conclusions

In this paper, a nonlinear feedback controller was designed based on the reduced
model of a flexible parallel lambda shape robot. The controller is tested on the
lambda robot in simulation and experiment. The nonlinear feedback controller ob-
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tains the robot inputs based on the measurable system states and the desired signals.
The controller computes the system inputs based on the direct Lyapunov method.
The experiment results for the very flexible parallel robot show that the controller
successfully tracks the desired trajectories with high accuracy. Also, experimental
validation results demonstrate that the tracking error and the oscillation amplitude
of the presented controller are decreased in comparison with the previous works. For
future work, the used method and designed controller will be utilized to control the
lambda robot’s end-effector interaction with an environment using force feedback.
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